
During my undergraduate years I read the work of Martin Buber;

in particular, I and Thou. This little book – a mixture of poetry

philosophy, theology, political science, and ethics – changed my

life. I and Thou formed a view of what it means to be, to live an

authentic existence, and to participate in forming a life worth

living. I came to realize the greatest gift to understanding myself is

“the other” and the quality of relation we could form. Each and

every time I “reimagine my life” I am asking how I rediscover

myself in “the other,” in “the relation.” Buber teaches that we have

a choice in how we relate to each other. We can form I-Thou

relationships; or we can relate as I-It. In I-Thou we see each other

as authentic, wholly human, equal persons without qualification or

objectification, interacting to empower each other to become the

fullness of our humanity. In I-It relating we do the opposite – we

treat each other as objects to be used for our personal ends; we

manipulate, take what we need from the other, withholding from

the other our true self. I-Thou relating is transformational; whereas

I-It relating is purely transactional. This little poem is inviting you

to reimagine your life as I-Thou, to be a “lighthouse” by viewing

your actions as connecting you to others, forming communities of

equality, and preserving your life by preserving the life of others.

You might try writing on your mask “Lighthouse”. It’s like saying,

“I want to protect you and I want you to protect me,” at least until

we reach the mainland and this storm is over.

Tuskar Rock Lighthouse
ON FREEDOM DURING A PANDEMIC

Walking the wet beach at sunrise
hoof prints carved deep in the sand,
not a single rider in sight, only the stretching fingers
of the shoreline, like death, reclaiming everything.

A soft solitude looks inward, then outward onto
the Irish Sea, imagining my ancestors, seafarers
in heavy canvas jackets navigating around rocky coastlines
treacherous, the invisible blade just beneath the surface.

Unobstructed by fog, on a clear day I might see
Tuskar Rock six miles out, whereupon a lighthouse
of white granite towers over the sea beaming
its searching light, reaching nearby ships, and in the fog

accompanied by loud booming explosives signaling
to keep a safe distance, shielding passersby
from the menace, whose reputation exceeds
the feared turn around Cape Horn.

I pondered how keepers of lighthouses
stay huddled in modest accommodations,
seldom leaving their watchful rounds, the sea
unpredictable, requiring commitment of their freedom

beyond inconvenience, for a life-saving work
giving safe opportunity for others, vulnerable
or adventuresome, young and strong sailors,
or mothers of little ones returning home.

Many years later, surveying the 2020 pandemic
I notice those who protect others, lighthouse keepers,
faces masked, trustworthy, considering inconvenience
of little importance, less than freedom’s higher purpose

they serve everyone, in hospitals or grocery stores,
at rallies and in the quiet desperate rooms of the dying
even if life ends wearing a mask, their light shines upon
the jagged existential edge, where death unmasks us all.


